Monte Carlo- versus pencil-beam-/collapsed-cone-dose calculation in a heterogeneous multi-layer phantom.
The aim of this work was to evaluate the accuracy of dose predicted in heterogeneous media by a pencil beam (PB), a collapsed cone (CC) and a Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm. For this purpose, a simple multi-layer phantom composed of Styrofoam and white polystyrene was irradiated with 10 x 10 cm2 as well as 20 x 20 cm2 open 6 MV photon fields. The beam axis was aligned parallel to the layers and various field offsets were applied. Thereby, the amount of lateral scatter was controlled. Dose measurements were performed with an ionization chamber positioned both in the central layer of white polystyrene and the adjacent layers of Styrofoam. It was found that, in white polystyrene, both MC and CC calculations agreed satisfactorily with the measurements whereas the PB algorithm calculated 12% higher doses on average. By studying off-axis dose profiles the observed differences in the calculation results increased dramatically for the three algorithms. In the regions of low density CC calculated 10% (8%) lower doses for the 10 x 10 cm2 (20 x 20 cm2) fields than MC. The MC data on the other hand agreed well with the measurements, presuming that proper replacement correction for the ionization chamber embedded in Styrofoam was performed. PB results evidently did not account for the scattering geometry and were therefore not really comparable. Our investigations showed that the PB algorithm generates very large errors for the dose in the vicinity of interfaces and within low-density regions. We also found that for the used CC algorithm large deviations for the absolute dose (dose/monitor unit) occur in regions of electronic disequilibrium. The performance might be improved by better adapted parameters. Therefore, we recommend a careful investigation of the accuracy for dose calculations in heterogeneous media for each beam data set and algorithm.